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Abstract
This master thesis is focused on the development of a system for au-
tomatically processing a large database of textual hotel reviews in natural
language to extract relevant opinions from users on a series of predefined
features of quality (service, food, location, etc...)
The information extracted has to be categorized according to polarity
(positive/negative opinions) and arranged so that the final search applica-
tion can use it to display complementary information of each hotel based on
the extracted opinions.
Initially a set of hotel reviews is data mined from online sources; a subset
of this dataset is then filtered and manually annotated to create a Corpus
and to help with the creation of a taxonomy for the domain of hotel reviews.
A system is then designed to detect, extract and evaluate opinions, and
evaluated using the corpus built.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the growth of online stores and review sites over the last decade, many
consumers now favour shopping online for the advantage of having access
to the feedback provided by other users in the form of reviews, comments
and ratings. This is some first hand experience shared among consumers to
either promote or reject the product which can affect the decision of other
potential buyers.
The problem with so many people using these review sites is that it has
now reached a point where the consumer is exposed to an excess of informa-
tion, particularly in the domain of hotel reviews. When searching for a hotel
in the past, one had trouble choosing a hotel due to the lack of information
if it was not in a tourist guide or recommended by a travel agency. Now
however the user is flooded with vast quantities of reviews, usually with only
a simple average rating to give an overall summary of these reviews.
In the Web 2.0 websites such as Tripadvisor are fully dedicated to storing
hotel reviews so anyone can now search for almost any hotel in any city, and
read user reviews to get an idea on the quality of the hotel. The problem
has now become a problem of reading the most relevant reviews and trying
to get an overall picture of what people who have stayed in this hotel think.
Many sites have started using ranking systems based on relevance (x num-
ber of users have found this relevant) but there is no easy system to get an
overall idea of what all users think. Simply using ratings (usually a value
from 1 to 5) is simply not enough to give us a description of what people
think of a hotel.
The process of reading user reviews when searching for a hotel is a rather
daunting and lengthy task, since there are hundreds of reviews per hotel,
and they tend to vary too much to make a uniform decision. The same
problem affects the hotel owners, in the sense that they also use these re-
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view sites to find out what is wrong with their hotel, and simply reading
the rating a review has given gives you no constructive feedback. In many
sites you now see hotels answering a customers reviews which means they
have to individually read every review and form a conclusion on what that
costumer liked and disliked. This is time consuming and inefficient.
The process of extracting the opinions would eliminate this problem by
summarising reviews in terms of the positive and negative features about a
hotel as expressed by the users opinions. This of course would allow a new
type of customized search were users could give priority to specific features
of a hotel over others, therefore skewing the ratings of a particular hotel.
This is where my opinion mining system comes in, a merge of several
Natural Language Processing, Machine Learning and Information Extrac-
tion techniques aimed at the extraction of user opinions from hotel reviews
in order to provide potential customers with a more intuitive access to the
sentiment expressed in hundreds of reviews.
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1.1 Problem Description
This thesis falls within the feature-based opinion mining type, having as the
basic unit of opinions features of the domain as opposed to larger units used
in many systems such as sentences or documents.
The main focus of this thesis is the development a system for process-
ing a large database of textual hotel reviews in English to extract relevant
opinions from users on a series of predefined features of potential interest
to users. The aim of this system is to replace the baseline which is cur-
rently being used to provide a basic opinion mining service within an online
recommendation service and to improve the systems ability to extract user
opinions in both the accuracy of the opinions being extracted, and the num-
ber of opinions detected. Given that the proposed system aims at being
implemented within a larger framework, it is important to maintain the
same type of input/outputs as the original system as to prevent major mod-
ifications to the online services.
Since the hotel search facilities need to be fast, the opinion mining itself
will not need to be done in real time. That is, the system aims at extracting
opinions from a database of reviews in order to build another database of
opinions. Any updates to the opinion database can be done every several
weeks by simply changing the source database with an up to date version.
This implies that the solution is not concerned with speed of execution.
The scope of this project is therefore limited in term of the type of re-
views, focusing on text extracted from hotel reviews online and in language,
limited to English. In the last chapter I provide some details of how well
the proposed system copes with different languages, which is of a very likely
upgrade in the near future.
Illustrated Example
In order to illustrate clearly the goal of our system, here is an example of
the type of opinion extraction from a hotel review we aim to achieve:
This is an example of a short hotel review. The opinions in this particular
review are:
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Figure 1.1: Example Hotel Review
Positive Negative
1. nice rooms
2. clean rooms
3. comfortable rooms
4. fantastic location
1. rude staff
2. poor service
3. exorbitant prices
As you can see in terms of positive and negative opinions, this review
is fairly balanced (4 positives, 3 negatives) however the rating given to it
was 2 star. This means that the reviewer has given far more weight to
the staff service and price features than the rooms and location. This al-
ready gives you a sample of some of the advantages opinion mining provides.
Opinion mining can extract information in a summarised way which a
simple rating cannot. In this particular example the system would extract
which particular features are positive (rooms and location) and which are
negative (staff and price), as opposed to only knowing its rating of three
stars which would leave the reader wondering which things made the rating
go down.
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1.2 Motivation & Contributions
When performing any type of internet shopping, most users will spend a
good amount of time reading user reviews if they are available. A survey
performed by Faves.com has shown that :
• More than 70% of online shoppers said they sometimes or
frequently rely on online product or book reviews
• 62% rely on the popularity of information based on users’
votes or ratings
• 78% of have recently voted or rated something online
• 28% have recently written a product or book review
Clearly consumers value the feedback given by other users as do the
companies that sell such products. When browsing through user reviews,
the shopper is in need of filters to reduce the amount of reviews. Currently
filters such as language, rating and date are the most common, however not
enough...
By performing opinion extraction on user reviews, a user would no longer
face an endless list of reviews but a well structured set of recurrent things
being said about the product. Specifically in the domain of hotels, being
able to read things like "23 people have mentioned that wireless is too slow"
when we are booking a hotel for a business trip could be crucial, without
having to read a whole set of reviews searching for any mention of the wifi
in the hotel.
Although in this thesis is focuses in the domain of hotel reviews, an-
other motivator is to see to what extent is an opinion mining system useful
in terms of information extraction and text summarisation. With the pop-
ularity of sites such as facebook and twitter, which rely heavily on short
opinionated sentences, a whole new era of information extraction in terms
of sentiment would allow the development of social tools such as popularity
rankings (not only in terms of frequency but also of sentiment) for politics,
poll of customer feelings to new products , even to fake reviewer detection
through sentiment profiling (fake reviewers will tend to post similar positive
comments on a specific product several times).
The contributions of this master thesis are:
1. The construction and annotation of a domain specific corpus for opin-
ion mining. The corpus includes notation for specific types of opinions
such as implicit opinions (both in terms of implicit feature and/or
implicit sentiment).
2. The creation of a domain specific taxonomy through syntactic and
statistical data by using a seed lexicon
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3. The implementation of an opinion mining system specifically adapted
to the domain of hotel reviews using a linguistic rule based extrac-
tion method, and a second machine learning approach implementing
an SVM classifier, both of which yield promising results and obtain
improved results over the baseline.
4. An evaluation of the proposed methodology performed on an external
corpus which ensures no over-fitting of the extraction model.
1.3 Master Thesis Layout
In order to facilitate the reading of this thesis, the layout of the chapters
follows pretty closely the chronological development order. This master the-
sis is divided into a total of eight chapters, including this initial chapter in
which the user is provided with an introduction to the task of opinion mining.
Chapter 2: Background
In chapter two I continue the introduction by providing some basic defi-
nitions and information on the domain of opinion mining, a listing of the
resources used and a literary review. This represents the research stage of
development.
Chapter 3: Linguistic Resources Development
The task of Linguistic resource development is detailed in chapter 4 including
details on how the corpus and the system taxonomy were obtained, parsed
and annotated.
Chapter 4: Implementation
Chapter five shows how the proposed system is implemented, providing a
detailed explanation of how the tasks of opinion detection, opinion extraction
and opinion evaluation are performed.
Chapter 5: Evaluation
This chapter will present a complete evaluation of the proposed system. It
will also include an error analysis.
Chapter 6: Conclusions
The final chapter provides conclusions drawn from the systems evaluation
and some final thoughts along with some suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter some of the basic terminology used in opinion mining and
throughout this thesis are formally defined, along with a brief summary of
some of the natural language processing techniques used in this thesis along
with a summary of some of the most popular related works.
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2.1 Opinion Mining
In the introductory chapter a basic explanation of what is opinion mining
was given. Opinion mining is the extraction of opinions from a text. But
what exactly is an opinion? wikipedia defines an opinion as:
"In general, an opinion is a subjective belief, and is the re-
sult of emotion or interpretation of facts. An opinion may be
supported by an argument, although people may draw opposing
opinions from the same set of facts."
We are however interested in a more precise definition of an opinion in
terms of its constituents, namely who is expressing the opinion, what is the
opinion on, what is the opinion, when was the opinion given and finally what
is the polarity of the opinion. Using the definition given in [5] , an opinion
can be defined as a quintuple of the form :
(feature, sentiment, polarity, holder, time)
Definition (Opinion feature). : This is the target of the opinion. In general
an opinion is either had on a specific object or on a feature of such object.
Since our main concern in the domain of hotel reviews, common features
are "hotel", "bedroom" , "air conditioner"... etc
Definition (Opinion sentiment). : An opinion sentiment is the word or
set of words that conjointly describe the opinion given on the feature. That
is, these are the descriptive terms or opinionated words used to transmit
the opinion. Common sentiment words are "good", "bad" , "wonderful" ,
"beautiful" ...etc
Definition (Orientation or Polarity). : The orientation or polarity of an
opinion can be either positive, negative or neutral. Some systems also in-
clude a value of intensity (for example "very bad" is more intense than "bad"
alone) however we will ignore both intensity and neutrality.
Definition (Opinion holder). : The holder of an opinion is the person or
organization that expresses the opinion. In the case of product reviews and
blogs, opinion holders are usually the authors of the posts. Opinion holders
are more important in blogs and news articles because we are interested in
knowing who is the user holding a particular opinion.
Definition (Time). : An opinion will be held by an opinion holder over
some object feature at some point in time. This opinion can vary and thus
by keeping this notion of time we can keep track of "mood changes". In the
domain of hotel reviews, this is the date the review is posted.
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This does not mean that an opinion has to be limited to a quintuple of
this form; more information could be added such as the gender of the opin-
ion holder, the language of the opinion, the location of the opinion such as
the source website...etc. In fact for the purposes of this thesis, the opinion
holder and the opinion time constituents are not needed since they are of
little use for our purposes and fall outside of the scope of our goals, however
as I will mention in the ‘future work’ section, these items can provide other
types of information.
Therefore, when we refer to an opinion in this thesis, we are referring to
a triple of the form
(feature, sentiment, polarity)
Definition (Feature). A feature is an attribute/part of a hotel which is being
commented in some way in the review. In practical terms, a feature is a core
word and a set of synonyms of that word.
Definition (Sentiment). A sentiment term is a word or set of words which
express an emotion towards a feature. In its simplest form this can be rep-
resented as a bag of words, with each word having their assigned polarity. In
our definition however, this polarity will vary depending on the feature it is
affecting.
Definition (Polarity). The polarity of a feature-sentiment pair is the type
of emotion associated with it, which can be either positive or negative.
Notice that although the polarity of an opinion can also be neutral, and
can also have different degrees of positive or negative through the use of
modifiers such as "very" and "little" (also known as valence shifters), my
work will simply consider an opinion to be either positive or negative. We
can now define the task of opinion mining as :
Definition (Opinion Mining). Given a set of evaluative text documents D
(in our case hotel reviews) that contain opinions about an entity (in our
case hotels), opinion mining aims to extract attributes and components of
the object that have been commented on in each document d ∈ D and to
determine whether the comments are positive or negative.
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Implicit Opinions
Opinions can be divided into two types of opinions depending on the way
the emotion is expressed: In an implicit opinion the feature and the senti-
ment are explicitly present within the opinion text, where as in an implicit
opinion either one is missing and implied.
Definition (Implicit Opinion). : If inside the review text r, a feature f is
referred to but the actual term is not present or if a feature f is present but
an objective sentence is used to imply an opinion, it is considered an implicit
opinion
To illustrate this here is an example of some of the most common implicit
opinions within the domain of hotel reviews:
1. The room was in the 6th floor. It was very clean and spacious.
In the second sentence there is an opinion being expressed on the room
however in the sentence he term ‘it’ is being used to refere the room.
2. This hotel costs an arm and a leg!.
The idiomatic expression ‘costs an arm and a leg’ is used to mean
expensive and thus it is a negative opinion, but the words themselves
are neutral.
Implicit opinions are harder to detect and extract, however the proposed
opinion mining system will provide methods to deal with certain types of
implicit opinions. Note that in this thesis I subdivide implicit opinions into
two types: Implicit Feature Opinion when it is the feature which is missing
but referenced to (examples 1) and Implicit Sentiment Opinion, in which
the feature is present but the sentiment is implicit (example 2)
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2.2 Knowledge Representation Model
In opinion mining different representation models are used to store the dif-
ferent features of interest to a particular domain, the sentiments used within
this domain along with their associated polarities, and also to provide a hi-
erarchical structure to the domain features. Research has shown that the
type of knowledge representation can have an important impact on overall
results [7].
Here is a list of the most common types of knowledge representation
models used in opinion mining :
• Lexicons:
An lexicon can be described as database/dictionary that associates
terms with a particular property of such term. Lexicons are commonly
used in opinion mining by having a sentiment lexicon, which relates a
sentiment term with its polarity. In a similar way one can link feature
terms with synonym terms, topic and other information.
• Taxonomy:
A taxonomy is primarily characterized by a set of terms connected
through a hierarchical structure. This hierarchical relation between
terms is usually of the form by a "is a type of" .
• Ontology:
Ontologies are also a form of representing structured information, how-
ever unlike taxonomies, it is not limited to a simple hierarchical re-
lation, but can contain any other relevant relations between features
such as distance, similarity, etc...
The proposed system will use a simple taxonomy as its knowledge rep-
resentation model, which is described in detail in section 3.2.
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2.3 Natural Language Processing Tools
Several natural language processing techniques (NLP) and tools are used in
this thesis. This section provides a brief description of each technique used
Tokenization
Tokenization is a common process in NLP tasks, in which a source text
is split into smaller units. The tokenization can be performed at several
levels, from paragraphs and sentences to individual words. The process of
tokenization is defined by the delimiters used to determine where the text
should be split. For work tokenization the most common delimiters are
spaces an some punctuations such as commas, where as in sentences it is a
full stop.
Our system will use sentence and word tokenization to split hotel reviews
into its components.
Part of Speech Tagging
Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging is the process of detecting the different lexical
categories of words within a text and assigning the correct label to each term.
Common linguistic word categories include; adjectives, adverbs, verbs, nouns
etc.
There are various techniques to perform the detection however the most
common approach is through the use of statistical techniques to calculate
the probabilities based on how often words appear next to each other within
the corpus used to train the tagger. Since in many cases one word could
be classified as several different labels within one same sentence, knowing
the likelihood for that specific position may help to determine the correct
category.
Penn Treebank Part-of-Speech tags, introduced by [?], are used in this
work and a complete list of these tags can be found in (Appendix A.1). POS
Tagging is an essential part of Natural Language Processing (NLP) applica-
tions such as word sense disambiguation, information retrieval, information
extraction and machine translation.
One reason for its importance in the task of opinion mining is the fact
that most features tend to be nouns, whereas most sentiments tend to be
adjectives and adverbs.
Figure 2.1: Example PoS Tagging.
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Dependency Parser
A dependency parser, is a syntactic analysis tool which can be used to
extract the grammatical structure in natural language documents, expressed
through directed links or dependencies between words in the document.
Parsers tend to be developed by training on manually annotated documents
such as the Penn Treebank. The dependency parser used in this thesis is
the stanford dependency parser. [37]. A Dependency Parser produces a
dependency graph such as the example shown below :
Figure 2.2: Example Parse Tree.
Definition (Dependency Parse Tree). : The dependency parse tree of a sen-
tence is a set of triplets of the form (dr,hw,wm) where dr is the dependency
relation between hw, the headword, and wm, the word modifier.
The labels in the edges between nodes are the type of relation between
the two words. We can use this information to study the relations connecting
two words, and extract how two terms within a sentence are connected. The
are fairly common in opinion mining to determine the type of dependency
relation between an opinion word and a sentiment.
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Co-reference Resolution
co-reference resolution is one of the most important areas of research in NLP.
It aims at finding the link between different terms in a text which refer to
the same thing , i.e: they have the same referent. The examples below shows
an example co-reference resolution performed by the Stanford coref system:
Figure 2.3: Example Co-reference resolution.
Co-reference resolution can therefore be seen as a method of extracting
the referent of a particular term. Of particular interest is to determine the
referent of pronouns, particularly in the domain of opinion mining since the
referent might be a feature.
A very common occurrence in natural language texts is for a new entity
to be introduced in a particular way, but then get referred to, via different
referring expressions such as a pronoun. In the example above for example,
if one was to extract the opinion " it –> dirty" then although the opinion
extraction itself is correct, it is of little use as it provides no information
on its own. Some work has recently gone into resolving the co-reference of
opinions as a means to improve the overall performance of opinion mining
systems, with promising results.
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2.4 Dependency chains
The concept of a dependency chain is built on top of the dependency parse
tree. Given that the parse tree provides a list of dependencies, each of which
is a direct link between the governor and the target, we can convert the de-
pendency parse tree into a graph, and treat words as nodes.
Lets use an example to explain the process. Below is an example sen-
tence, and the output of the dependency parser.
Figure 2.4: Example Parse Tree.
We then proceed to convert this into a graph, where every word is a node,
the dependency type are the edge labels, and we maintain the part of speech
tags from the parser. Using an online tool [we can create a representation
of the graph, whoen below:
Figure 2.5: Example Graph
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Notice how the feature in this example (rooms) and the two sentiment
terms (clean and spacious) are both linked through a nsubj type dependency.
Therefore we can now define a dependency chain between two terms a and b
in a dependency parse tree as the shortest path in the graph between node
a and node b. Therefore in the previous example, the dependency chain
between node ‘rooms’ and node ‘clean’ is
dependency chain type 1: [rooms|NNS] – > nsubj – >[clean|JJ]
Of course a dependency chain may have to pass through several nodes
in order to reach the target, and in some cases no path is available. The
number of edges it traverses to reach the target defines the chain dependency
length.
In order to allow more generalisation, we can remove the word itself and
simply keep the pos information along with the dependency types, reducing
the example dependency chain to:
dependency chain type 2: [NNS] –> nsubj –> [JJ]
Finally the dependency chains can be generalised even further by merely
taking into account the chain of dependencies, without the word nor the
part of speech information.
dependency chain type 3: [ ]–> nsubj –>[ ]
Dependency chains are used in almost every part of this project. They
are used in the taxonomy extension process, in the opinion target resolution,
polarity evaluation and as a feature to the SVMs.
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2.5 Support Vector Machines
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a type of supervised classifier which,
given a set of data vectors as input (defined as the training data) will then
try to create a hyperplane that will separate between two classes with the
largest possible margin or decision boundary between them. It can also
classify multi-class data by performing chained binary classifications. If the
data is linear, a separating hyper plane might be enough to accurately divide
the data [38]. The figure below shows an example of SVM classification:
Figure 2.6: SVM example.
Of course it is often the case that the data is far from linear and the
datasets are not linearly separable separable. Kernels can then be used to
provide a non-linear mapping from the input a high-dimensional space. The
simplest method to determine which kernel type to use is for a particular test
domain is to perform a trial and error approach and determine performs best.
The three kernel types shown in the figure below, namely the Linear Kernel,
the Polynomial Kernel (of second degree) and the Radial Basis Function are
the types of kernels used during the evaluation of this system.
Figure 2.7: SVM kernel types.
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2.6 External Resources
Several third party libraries, tools and linguistic resources were used for the
development of the opinion mining system. Here is a list of the ones used
in the final implementation and a brief description of how they are used.
Stanford CoreNLP
The main tool used on raw texts is the Stanford CoreNLP. As described in
their website :
Stanford CoreNLP provides a set of natural language anal-
ysis tools which can take raw English language text input and
give the base forms of words, their parts of speech, whether they
are names of companies, people, etc., normalize dates, times,
and numeric quantities, and mark up the structure of sentences
in terms of phrases and word dependencies, and indicate which
noun phrases refer to the same entities.
The main reason for using CoreNLP is the fact that it provides an entire
set of tools in one single package. Although the fact that it is written in Java
tends to be an advantage (portability to any OS) this actually meant I had
to call it from within my python code, making it slightly slower, however
since the parsing is a one time event that could be done in batches, it is an
acceptable price to pay.
The CoreNLP tool will provide us with the following tools:
• Part-of-Speech Tagger
• Named Entity Recognition
• Syntactic Dependency Parser
• Co-reference Resolution
External Corpus
A corpus downloaded from [9] .This corpus is explained in section 3.1.2.
With a corpus of almost 1,000 annotated reviews with over 9,000 opinions,
this corpus is used to train the machine learning method and evaluate the
system.
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Sentiwordnet
SentiWordNet [31] is a lexical resource information on the sentiment of en-
glish words. It provides numerical scores for the polarity of each term. Its
use in the opinion mining system is explained in section 4.2.
Python Libraries
The entire project with the exception of the annotation tool was written in
python, and numerous libraries were used throughout this thesis; some of
these are:
• Scikit-learn:
This is a Python module integrating classic machine learning algo-
rithms. All the Support Vector Machines implemented in this thesis
are created with the scikit-learn library.
• BeautifulSoup:
This library is designed to help with HTML parsing. The web-crawler
used this library to perform the data scraping of websites specialising
in hotel reviews. Although a simple text parsing system could have
been implemented, BeautifulSoup made the task easier and probably
faster.
• Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK):
NLTK was used to perform the part of speech tagging of the dataset
of raw reviews, but not the corpus (since CoreNLP includes a PoS
tagger). It was used to perform the initial domain analysis which
included the detection of most frequent nouns and adjectives, most
frequent n-grams, and was also used to perform a simple Naive Bayes
Classification over the dataset of reviews.
• Networkx:
NetworkX is a Python language software package for the creation,
manipulation, and study of the structure, dynamics, and functions
of complex networks. It was used to represent dependency trees as
graphs, and to extract shortest path between nodes.
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2.7 Related Work
Opinion mining is a research area which has boomed in the past decade, and
a large number of papers on this area are published every year. Research
work can be classified under different categories, however the most common
division is in terms of the level at which the opinion mining is performed
and if the method of evaluation is supervised or unsupervised. A far more
detailed analysis of research in opinion mining can be found in [21]
Opinion mining is commonly divided into three different levels: docu-
ment level, sentence level and feature level. At the document level, the task
of opinion mining is a binary classification problem where documents are
classified as either positive or negative. [6]. Later on these systems were
upgraded to give a rating value, thus not only classifying them as positive
or negative, but also how positive and how negative it is [19]. [21]. An
advantage of document level opinion mining is that annotated sets of data
are easy to come by since all you need is a review and a rating. The main
drawback for document level opinion mining is that generally a document
will be made of several positive and negative opinions, but this information
is not reflected in a simple global rating.
At the sentence level the basic unit of analysis are sentences which are
then assigned a polarity of positive or negative. Sentence level is similar to
document level except each sentence within the original document is treated
as a subdocument. An additional task at the sentence level is to determine if
a sentence contains a sentiment, therefore there is an extra step required to
determine if a sentence contains any opinionated text (subjective) or simply
facts (objective)[14].
The finer grained feature-based opinion mining is usually aimed at prod-
uct and services reviews. It focuses on the detection extraction and evalu-
ation of opinions of the format defined in this chapter. [5] uses association
rule mining for the discovery of product features, and filters them based
on heuristics such as occurrence. To improve on the feature detection [18]
proposed a new system (OPINE) using a new heuristic named Point Wise
Mutual Information. The approach presented in [22] performs extraction of
features through integer linear programming. With this method they are
able to extract opinions along with the source of the opinion. A system
similar to mine is presented in [19] where a machine learning-based method
which combines contextual clues and statistical clues is used to perform the
opinion extraction.
Within the feature based opinion mining, work can be classified by the
type of knowledge representation model used. Some of them use no rep-
resentation at all, limiting their features and sentiments to a bag of words
approach [33]. The major drawback to this is not being able to categorize
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similar features together. Among the works which use some form of knowl-
edge representation, the most common division is between taxonomies and
ontologies. My work uses a taxonomy in which there is a topical hierarchy.
Systems using ontologies use far more complex systems of representation,
such as the system used in citerel13, where the manually designed ontology
provided visible improvements of their initial approach. The construction
of these representation models are usually built manually citerel11, or semi-
automatically citerel9.
Work in opinion mining dealing with the specific domain of hotel reviews
is relatively scarce when compared with other domains such as movie reviews
[26] [16], but this is probably due to the lack of a widely known corpus for
testing. The closest type of opinion mining in hotel reviews I could find was
[27], which performed opinion mining on a sentence topic-level on german
hotel reviews. They implemented an a rule based IE system combining finite
state technology with unification on typed feature structures for imposing
type constraints on possible feature values and propagating constraints by
coreferences.
My work therefore fits into the feature-level opinion mining using a
knowledge based method utilising a semi-automatically built taxonomy and
syntactic rules with a second approach using machine learning approach.A
corpus for the domain of hotel reviews is also created which will be avail-
able for download, which might encourage more research in this particular
domain whe
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Chapter 3
Linguistic Resources
Development
This chapter describes how the hotel reviews dataset was obtained from
online hotel review websites, processed and then manually annotated with
the help of a custom built annotation tool to construct the gold standard
corpus. A secondary corpus is also downloaded and adapted to be usable
within this system.
The development of a supervised opinion mining application requires at
least two types of NLP resources:
• An annotated corpus to test and/or train a machine learning system
• A knowledge representation model of the domain.
In this chapter I will present how a corpus was built and annotated, and
a description of the taxonomy used by the opinion mining system.
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3.1 Corpus Development
3.1.1 Gold Standard
Web Scraping
All of the hotel reviews in the dataset were obtained through several online
websites which specialise in this type of service. Although the main objective
is the extraction of raw texts, some meta data was available on each review.
Data such as the user who posted the review, the date the review was posted,
the rating of the review, the number of times someone had considered the
review helpful etc.
In order to automate the task of text gathering , a web crawler was
designed in order to perform web scraping of the review pages, and build
a database of texts for later use. Web scraping is a common technique
used to download information from web pages. Given the lack of publicly
available annotated corpus of reviews, I decided to create my own based on
online hotel reviews. In order to gather the reviews from online sources I
implemented a simple web-crawler which would be able to deal with most
of the common web scraping issues such as inconsistencies in the website
HTML code, javascript tricks to hide the actual review text and even IP
locks made by some websites when too many requests to the server are
made.
Once a large set of reviews was downloaded, some basic analysis showed
the data was skewed towards the positive spectrum, yielding about 70 per-
cent of the data composed of positive reviews (where positive is defined as
4 or 5 stars rating). The cities were selected as random, as were the hotels.
It is common practice to perform some type of review quality filter-
ing for opinion mining so from an original 80,000 review texts which were
datamined, I filtered those which were deemed bad based on punctuation
levels, text length (below 2,000 characters) and the number of times the
reviews had been recommended. The final dataset sized ended up at a total
of 55,982 review texts.
Once all of the raw texts were gathered along with their metadata, each
text was passed through the CoreNLP tool.The final format of the dataset
consists of a combination of the metadata obtained through the crawler, and
the output of the CoreNLP on the raw texts.
In order to ilustrate how the dataset was built, here is an example of one
extracted review and how it is represented in the dataset (for simplicity it
is only one sentence long):
The hotel staff were professional but completely indifferent.
And in the figure below you can see a simplified version of the CoreNLP
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output from this sentence, in an xml format:
Figure 3.1: CoreNLP Output
This information is all stored in csv format to avoid having hundreds of
xml files and finally in order to speed up the access time to this data, the
entire dataset was saved in a Dictionary object in python using the library
‘cPickle’. This made a substantial improvement in the systems load time.
Annotation Tool
In order to facilitate the process of annotation, a simple annotation program
which would take as an input a text and allow the user to manually add the
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annotations. A screenshot of the tool can be seen below:
ToolGUI
As you can see in the screenshot, the Graphic User Interface is very sim-
ple but intuitive. It also included a series of optional commands to update
the annotated opinions. This tool allowed me to speed up the annotation
process and gave me the ability to provide it to a colleague so he could assist
me with the annotation process. The annotation program was developed in
Java using SWING [?] simply because I am more proficient in GUI design
in Java than in Python, and it gave me the added benefit of being able to
share the tool with the second annotator with ease.
Annotation Scheme
A manually annotated corpus was created from a subset of the downloaded
dataset. The following restrictions were imposed to the randomly selected
review texts:
• All reviews need to be more than 200 characters but less than 2000
characters: This was done to avoid ridiculously short reviews and to
avoid the essay writing type reviews.
• All reviews need to have been rated by other users at least 10 times:
this might sound useless but it meant that other reviewers have read
it and have found it useful.
• We consider a review positive if its rated 4 or 5 stars. We consider a
review to be negative if its 1 or 2 stars.
Using these constraints, a total of 100 reviews distributed among 10
hotels (5 positive reviews and 5 negative reviews per hotel ) were manually
annotated following the notation scheme explained below.
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Notation Scheme
The notation for each opinion included the following attributes:
1. Feature: The word or set of words representing the feature; it also
includes the index of the word.
2. Sentiment:The word or set of words representing the sentiment; it also
includes the index of the word.
3. Polarity:A simple character representing the polarity of the opinion.
‘+’ for positive and ‘-’ for negative.
4. Negation:A binary flag in the case there is a negation in place; it also
includes the index of the negation.
5. Implicit Feature: A binary flag in the case there is an implicit feature,
and if so, which word / set of words is the actual feature.
6. Implicit Sentiment:A binary flag in the case there is an implicit senti-
ment, and if so, which word / set of words is the actual sentiment.
7. Spelling: A binary flag in the case there is a spelling mistake in a word
in the opinion (be it a feature and/or a sentiment); if so, the corrected
version is noted.
In this context the term binary flag simply means a ‘1’ being used for that
particular event occurring, and vice versa. Of course in addition to that, for
implicit features and implicit sentiments the adequate replacement is also
noted. There are two notable problems when performing an annotation for
opinion mining, which are:
• What is considered a feature
• What is considered a sentiment
Now the terms have already been defined in the previous chapter, and
we know that a feature should be somehow some object/person of interest
to the hotel domain, however during annotation, many phrases have am-
biguous opinions, for example:
1. ‘The city of Barcelona is simply beautiful’
2. ‘The restaurant located opposite the hotel was outstanding’
3. ‘The metro stop was right around the corner’
4. ‘When we arrived, the hotel staff were not at all friendly.’
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Now in example 1 and 2, we have clear opinions, but in case 1 it is on
a named entity (Barcelona) and in the second case, it is directed towards
a restaurant outside the hotel. Should these opinions be annotated? In
example 3 the problem lies in the fact that having a metro nearby is a good
thing, thus we can extract an opinion such as (metro stop, right around
the corner) in which the sentiment is an idiom. The question here is if
saying something is ‘near’ of ‘far’ is considered an opinion. Example 4
shows an example of how annotation schemes may differ. Under my rules,
this should be extracted with ‘hotel staff’ as its feature, and ‘friendly’ as
its sentiment, with the binary flag of negation being 1 , and the polarity
therefore being negative. I use this particular example because as will be
discussed during the evaluation, a different notation system such as the
one used in the external corpus (which annotates this example with the
sentiment term being ‘not at all friendly’) may lead to an apparent reduction
in performance.
Inter-annotator agreement
The annotation of opinions is a rather difficult tasks for humans as it is very
subjective and (as expected) will differ between individuals. In order to rate
this divergence in the annotations , I got a second annotator to assist me,
who independently annotated the same corpus.
In order to test the inter-annotator agreement, the metric for measure
agreement used in [6] is defined below where Agr(A||B) is the recall assuming
that annotator A is correct in all instances, and precision if we use Agr(B||A)
Agreement(A||B) = Number of tags agreed by A and BNumber of tags annotated only by A
This metric corresponds to the recall if A’s annotation is always correct,
and to precision, if they are reversed. The results were as follows:
Annotator A Annotator B
Num. annotated opinions 714 801
Agreement 0.788 0.703
Results show that humans are clearly able to perform opinion mining,
however the agreement rate is lower than one would expect. Indeed this
problem of human agreement within opinion mining is a common topic of
debate and as described in [21]:
Different researchers express different opinions about whether
distinguishing between subjective and objective language is diffi-
cult for humans in the general case. For example, Kim and Hovy
[159] note that in a pilot study sponsored by NIST, “human an-
notators often disagreed on whether a belief statement was or was
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not an opinion”. However, other researchers have found inter-
annotator agreement rates in various types of subjectivity- clas-
sification tasks to be satisfactory [45, 274, 275, 310]; a summary
provided by one of the anonymous referees is that “[although]
there is variation from study to study, on average, about 85%
of annotations are not marked as uncertain by either annotator,
and for these cases, inter-coder agreement is very high (kappa
values over 80)”. As in other settings, more careful definitions
of the distinctions to be made tend to lead to better agreement
rates.
A more detailed analysis in inter-annotator agreement in the area of
opinion mining is performed in [6], where the author checked the inter an-
notator agreement among different languages and as can be seen in the bar
diagram displayed below, disagreement occurs due to several reasons such
as the examples provided before.
Therefore it is important to understand that although a well defined
annotation system will definitely increase the inter annotator agreement, a
system performing perfect opinion mining on a particular set of examples,
achieving a precision of 1, it would still only agree with human beings 70-80%
of the time.
3.1.2 External Corpus
During development of the gold corpus, I was made aware by a work col-
league that a a large annotated corpus of hotel review opinions constructed
by the NLP group at the University of Seville was available for download
from their site [9]. Since the gold corpus was studied in detail to extract the
linguistic rules, having another corpus to test the efficiency of our system
seemed appropriate. An additional advantage of this external corpus was
the larger amount of annotated examples, opening the possibility to intro-
duce machine learning methods into my system. The corpus statistics are:
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external corpus
Number of reviews 988
Number of opinions 9035
Number of sentences 33853
Opinions per review 9.1
Sentences per opinion 3.7
Clearly they used another quality filter scheme to mine their reviews
since the average amount of sentences per opinion is higher and review texts
in general are far longer in terms of words per review. Another thing to
note that this corpus had undergone some form of spellchecking, which is
of course desirable on most of the cases but prevented me from testing the
contributions of one of my modules. The corpus was converted from its
original set of XML files to the same format to the gold standard.
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3.2 Taxonomy Development
This section is divided into two parts. Firstly a description of the baseline
taxonomy is given and secondly a method for taxonomy expansion is given.
3.2.1 Seed Taxonomy
The representation model of the system for feature and sentiment words
is stored in a series of json files. Each of these json files includes a list of
words which are directly linked to this feature, along with a list of sentiment
words associated with them. Below is an example of a json file fragment, to
illustrate the structure:
[
{
" fami ly " : " bed " ,
"name " : " o v e r a l l " ,
" language " : " en " ,
" r u l e s " : [
[
[
{
" synse t " : " bed−noun "
}
] ,
[
{
" synse t " : " good−ad j e c t i v e " ,
" p o l a r i t y " : "+"
} ,
{
" synse t " : " bad−ad j e c t i v e " ,
" p o l a r i t y " : "−"
}
]
]
]
}
] \\
In this particular example, the feature is "bed-overall", which is one of
the features within the taxonomy. The table below gives a list of all features
available.
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Category Subcategory
Air conditinioning working
Balcony overall , size
Bar overall , recommend, selection
Bath cleanliness, size
Bathroom cleanliness, overall, size
Bed cleanliness, comfort, overall, size
Breakfast overall, selection, taste
Breakfastroom overall, cleanliness, occupancy, size
Everything overall
Gym overall, size
Hotel overall, size, access, beauty, cleanliness, comfort, decoration ,
luxury, novelty, price, qualityprice, recommend, return,
romantic, traditional
Internet price, speed
Location beach, center , monument, noise, overall , restaurant, safety,
shopping, transportation
Parking access, overall, size
Pool cleanliness, overall, size
Restaurant overall, quality, recommend, selection
Room overall, size, beauty, cleanliness, comfort, decoration, light,
luxury, noise, novelty, romantic, size, smell, traditional, view
Services overall
Spaces overall
Staff english, spanish, helpfulness, politeness, overall
Stay overall
Terrace overall, size
Table 3.1: Baseline Taxonomy
So a feature is defined by choosing a feature category and a feature-item;
then each feature with their own list of words. Here is an example of an
feature to illustrate this:
Feature: ‘Hotel - size’
Feature words: ‘hotel’ , ‘building’
Positive opinion words: ‘big’ , ‘huge’ , ...
Negative opinion words: ‘small’ , ‘tiny’ , ...
This representation model was used as it was the one currently in use
in the baseline (and would therefore mean no modifications to the online
webservice).
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3.2.2 Taxonomy Extension
In early stage of development it became apparent that the original taxonomy
was simply too small to perform well in an annotated corpus. The lack of
both feature terms and sentiment terms basically meant that recall values
suffered a big hit. Since complete manual annotation is too slow, a semi
automatic procedure was constructed.
The Taxonomy extension algorithm follows the following steps:
1. By using dependency chains, part of speech patterns and linguistic
rules, create a list of candidate features - sentiments pairs.
2. Perform a series of statistical measurements to all potential candidates
in order to assess the likelihood of being a good candidate
3. Using a predetermined threshold value, prune all those candidate be-
low the threshold and add the resulting candidates into a list.
4. through manual supervision, determine if the feature should be kept,
and the polarity of it.
I decided to use a manually annotated set since the seed lexicon was
already created in this manner, and I was concerned with the efficiency of
the system being dragged by the quality of it.
Thesaurus
The simplest method to find new candidate features and sentiments is a
simple thesaurus check. With many online dictionaries offering APIs for
their services, the choice is endless. The part of speech information becomes
important when using such dictionaries in order to deal with word sense
disambiguation.Take the example sentence given above:
’The food was foul’
If we were to use the thesaurus without any PoS information, it would
return: " foul: pollute, contaminate". This is because it is taking the word
foul was a verb. If we add the information from the PoS tagger (’JJ’) we
know that we want the synonyms for the adjective, which are: "disgusting,
disgustful, distasteful, loathly, loathsome, repellent, repellant, repelling, re-
volting, skanky, wicked, yucky, dirty ..."
The module would find the term ‘disgusting’ already in the lexicon, and
would then proceed to add ‘foul’, along with the same polarity to the senti-
ment terms for the feature.
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Conjunction Rule
The conjunction rule basically states that when two opinion words are linked
by “and” in a sentence, their opinion orientations are the same. For example,
in the sentence,
“this room is beautiful and spacious”
both “beautiful” and “spacious” are positive opinion words. Based on
this rule or language convention, if we do not know whether “spacious” is
positive or negative, but know that “beautiful” is positive, we can infer that
“spacious” is also positive. The opposite occurs with ‘but’ , in which case
the second sentiment is the opposite polarity of the first. This technique is
used in [ X Ding , 2008] with very good results.
We can of course use double propagation with any newly discovered
sentiment words in order to discover even more, however several iterations
of this technique produce negligible resutls.
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Statistical Measurements
The following measurements were calculated :
1. Word Frequency
The simplest statistical measure is simply counting the number of
times a particular word occurs. Of course using this blindly would not
give us useful information as stop words such as ‘the’, ‘and’ ‘a’ and so
on are the most common. However, by using a part of speech tagger we
can extract specific types of words such as the most common nouns,
the most common adjectives.. etc which do contain information of
interest. Here is a table for the most common nouns (most common
type of feature) and the most common adjectives (sentiments):
NN Count NNS Count JJ Tag Count
hotel 1722 rooms 412 great 526
room 1049 nights 180 good 435
staff 567 restaurants 124 nice 362
location 438 beds 122 clean 340
breakfast 398 minutes 109 helpful 302
day 265 hotels 100 friendly 235
area 258 people 99 small 215
night 256 days 87 other 201
city 246 reviews 86 excellent 192
metro 234 things 67 comfortable 189
stay 208 euros 66 modern 185
service 199 places 57 quiet 159
time 190 times 55 large 153
bathroom 186 blocks 54 perfect 137
bed 171 lots 49 free 132
street 166 facilities 47 lovely 131
place 158 views 48 easy 122
pool 154 shops 47 few 118
desk 153 drinks 46 next 116
restaurant 149 bathrooms 46 many 113
By pruning the very low occuring features and sentiments, we can
already produce a set of candidate features and sentiments, however
this alone is not enough to expand the taxdonomy.
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2. Term frequency–inverse document frequency(TF-IDF)
Document frequency is a common statistical measure usually used in
information retrieval tasks which to determines how important a word
is to a collection of documents. Unlike the word frequency, the tf-idf
value increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears
in the document, but is offset by the frequency of the word in the
corpus, which means that common words such as stopwords receive a
penalty.
Unlike the simple word frequency tf-idf value increases proportionally
to the number of times a word appears in the document, but is offset
by the frequency of the word in the corpus, which helps to control for
the fact that some words are generally more common than others. The
tf-idf for a word w in review r belonging to corpus C:
tfidf(w, r, C) = idf(w,C) ∗ tf(w, r)
idf(w,R) = log |C|
df(w,C)
3. Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
Pointwise mutual information (PMI) is used to mine the semantic
correlations between two words by taking advantage of search engine
results. By calculating the PMI value.
The definition of PMI is :
PMI(feature1, feature2) = log2
P (feature1 + feature2)
P (feature1) ∗ P (feature2)
p(feature1 + feature2) is the co-occurrence probability of feature1
and feature2, and p(feature1)p(feature2) gives the probability that
the two words co-occurring , assuming they are statistically indepen-
dent.
The ratio between p(word1+word2) and p(word1)p(word2) can there-
fore be used as a measurement of dependence between two terms.
PMI provides a useful statistical value which will allow us to calculate
the closeness of potential new taxonomy terms to currently existing
ones.
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4. Most Informative Features
Machine learning methods are usually used for sentiment analysis on a
document or sentence level rather than a more fine-grained approach
like ours. However by using a Naive Bayes classification on a review
level we can still extract relevant information. The idea behind build-
ing a classification system is not so much for the accuracy of the classi-
fier itself, but a bi-product of this classification: The most informative
features produced during classification. By extracting the most in-
formative features we can not only produce new potential features
and/or sentiments, but we can also determine the polarity affinity of
some particular terms.
As the name suggests, the classifier is based on the Naive Bayes algo-
rithm. In order to find the probability for a label, this algorithm first
uses the Bayes rule to express P(label|features) in terms of P(label)
and P(features|label):
P (label|features) = P (label) ∗ P (features|label)
P (features)
The algorithm then assumes that all features are independent, given
the label:
P (label|features) = P (label) ∗ P (f1|label) ∗ ... ∗ P (fn|label)
P (features)
Rather than computing P(featues) explicitly, the algorithm just cal-
culates the denominator for each label, and normalizes them so they
sum to one:
P (label|features) = P (label) ∗ P (f1|label) ∗ ... ∗ P (fn|label))∑n
i=0(P (i) ∗ P (f1|i) ∗ ... ∗ P (fn|i))
Since we have a whole dataset of hotel reviews with their respective
rating, we can use the NB classifier to attempt to classify at a re-
view (document) level , and use the most informative features (which
should be the opinionated terms) to attempt to extract new opinion-
ated words. Of course a more ideal approach would be to use sentences
but it is hard to find a whole dataset of hotel review sentences tagged
by polarity.
So the features for our NB classification will be word unigrams and
bigrams (n-grams of higher order tend to slow down the classification
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and provide little to no useful information). The label is binary and
is simply True if review is positive, False if review is negative.
Features used were unigrams and bigrams, while performing the fol-
lowing feature space pruning:
• Removed all punctuation.
• Removed stop words. This includes words such as: for, a, of, the,
to...
• Remove any document which is too large. The reason behind
this is that very large reviews usually means the reviewer used
a narrative style to write the review, which tends to have a far
lower ratio of subjective sentences.
Here is a table displaying some of the most informative features and
their weight towards a certain polarity. Notice how some specific terms
are features, yet by themselves they display a certain polarity without
any sentiment needed (eg: the presence of the word ‘mold’ is by itself
negative, without the need for a sentiment associated with it).
Most Informative Feature (+) Weight Most Informative Feature (-) Weight
spotlessly 67.0 refund 66.1
exceeded 37.0 stains 58.7
refreshing 36.3 filthy 52.2
without hesitation 32.3 mold 47.9
immaculate 29.0 apology 41.0
homemade 28.2 disgusted 37.7
varied 25.8 unhelpful 32.6
delicious 21.1 disgrace 32.3
terrific 16.7 worst 27.7
tastefully 15.2 useless 27.0
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Chapter 4
Proposed Opinion Mining
System
My proposed solution deals with the three main tasks of opinion minining:
the detection, the association of feature and sentiment and the evaluation
of the opinion. In order to aid the process, several modules are added
including a choice between a supervised linguistic rule based approach based
on dependency chains and an unsupervised machine learning approach using
the dependency chains as features.
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4.1 Design
Figure 4.1: System Design
The diagram above shows the architecture of the implemented solution.
As you can see it clearly divides the task into a total of four stages, giving
at each stage a series of modules to choose from. The advantage of such a
modular system is that error analysis can be fine grained, and it is easier to
add new methods to the system as new modules.
1. The first stage (Linguistic Resource Development) is a pre-processing
stage, already described in the previous chapter.
2. The second stage (Opinion detection) deals with the detection of po-
tential opinions within sentences. It is extended through three mod-
ules, the implicit feature module which provides some implicit feature
opinion resolution, the implicit sentiment module which deals with
opinions containing idioms and the spelling correction module, which
will try to reduce the noisy data.
3. The third stage (Opinion target resolution) deals with the problem
of associating a found feature term with its correct sentiment term.
Two methods are proposed: one using a series of linguistic rules on
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dependency chains, and another tackling the problem as an SVM clas-
sification problem.
4. The fourth and final stage (Opinion Polarity Resolution) determines if
the found opinion is either positive or negative. It tries to detect any
potential negations which might invert the polarity.
Another phase is also depicted in the design diagram which represents
an optional extra phase , which is an opinion summarisation of the review
using the extracted opinions, and although a simple system is implemented
and described in this chapter, it was neither needed nor part of the core of
this project.
4.2 Opinion Detection
The opinion detection phase deals with the detection of sentences which po-
tentially hold an opinion. The detection system is similar to the baseline as
it simply checks if any word within the sentence is a known feature and/or
sentiment, however as opposed to the original system there are several cat-
egories of candidate sentences depending on what is detected, namely :
1. Candidate sentence with a feature and a sentiment detected.
2. Candidate sentence with a feature but no sentiment detected.
3. Candidate sentence with a sentiment but no feature detected.
4. Candidate sentence with no feature and no sentiment.
In the case where both a feature and a sentiment are detected, we con-
sider it a good candidate sentence, and we can then proceed to the candidate
opinion extraction explained below. In sentences of type 4, the system has
no information whatsoever to use, therefore it simply considers the sentence
to be objective and moves on.
Sentences of type 2 and 3 present a dilemma, since we know there is a
potential opinion, but for type 2 we lack the sentiment, and in type 3 we lack
the feature. As a design decision, I decided not to deal with sentences of type
3, as this would require an extra layer of complexity to try and determine
the category to which the feature belongs to, and the system would extrac
many genuine opinions on objects of absolutely no relevance to the domain.
An example of this is: ‘It was a lovely morning’, where the feature morning
could be discovered, but is of no use. The system therefore ignores sentences
of type 3 and 4.
For sentences of type 1, we simply generate all possible tuples of the
form (feature, sentiment), where each tuple is a candidate opinion. Here is
an example of the result of this phase:
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Input :
’The food was horrible but the hotel was clean, cheap and
gorgeous.’
Output:
Candidate Features = ‘food’, ‘hotel’
Candidate Sentiments = ‘horrible’ , ‘clean’, ‘cheap’
Candidate Opinions =
(’hotel’,’horrible’), (’hotel’,’clean’),(’hotel’,’cheap’)
(’food’,’cheap’) ,(’food’,’horrible’),(’food’,’clean’)
We then check which combinations among the generated are present in
the taxonomy, and we extract them. For the special case of features which
are composed of multiple feature words for example in ‘hotel staff’ and ‘room
service’ , we need to check the dependency parse tree to know that they are
connected, and therefore only one candidate is added as opposed to two
candidates.
In the example above, the system did not extract ‘gorgeous’; this is
simply due to the fact that the sentiment ‘gorgeous’ is not in the taxonomy.
Now this is an example of a type 2 sentence, in which a feature is detected but
not a sentiment. Now the detection system here has a choice: we can ignore
this and be more restrictive or attempt to somehow extract this unknown
sentiment.
Unknown Sentiments
The solution implemented for dealing with sentences of type 2 is a follows:
1. Take all dependency paths from the known feature to any other word
in the sentence.
2. If the dependency relation is either a adjectival modifier (AMOD) or
a nominal subject (NSUBJ), add the term as sentiment candidate.
The problem is the system has no known information on this sentiment
(if it had it would have been found by the candidate search). In order to
deal with this the system uses SentiWordNet to determine its polarity. If the
term is not found or the polarity is near neutral, the sentiment is discarded.
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4.2.1 Spelling Correction Module
Although we did perform a quality filter during the selection of the corpus,
and most online reviews have already been processed though a spelling cor-
rector, reviews tend to be noisy and indeed during annotation the presence
of errors was a common occurrence. This meant that the development of a
domain specific spell-check and correction system could improve the baseline
system.
Initially my idea was to use some of the most popular spell checking
libraries available in python to correct any potential mistakes in the raw
text, however having access to so many hotel reviews, building a domain
specific correction system made more sense.
By using Bayes Theorem we can try to guess, given a word, the most
likely spelling correction for that word (the "correction" may be the original
word itself). There is no way to know for sure (for example, should "otel"
be corrected to "motel" or "hotel"?), which suggests we use probabilities.
We will say that we are trying to find the correction c, out of all possible
corrections, that maximizes the probability of c given the original word w.
By building a dictionary of probabilities on the most frequent words
occurring in the dataset, we can safely build a corrector which performs
well. It is worth mentioning that this process of correction will only occur
if a word is within a certain edit distance of a candidate correction, and of
course that the original word in itself is not in the dictionary.
Given two character strings s and p, the edit distance between them is
the minimum number of edit operations required to transform s into p.
4.2.2 Implicit Feature Module
The objective of this module was to give my system some means to resolve
the implit opinions where the feature is not explicitly mentioned in the text.
The extraction of opinion targets referenced by anaphoric expressions is a
challenging task and some research has gone into this very topic[],
Initially using a freely available anaphora resolution system such as Gui-
Tar seemed to be the best course of action however since CoreNLP output
included co-reference resolution, I preferred reducing the amount of different
external tools used by the system.
The implicit feature module operates before the main opinion detection
system and acts as a separate opinion detection system in which the domain
features are replaced by a set of pronouns, shown below. Notice that we
only focus on the third person subject pronouns since first person pronouns
in a hotel review will always refer to the person who wrote the review, and
second person pronouns are scarce in this domain and they very rarely con-
tain an opinion .
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this it he she they
In order to facilitate the understanding of how the system works, here
are three sentences which we will use as an example to illustrate the steps
taken by the algorithm:
"I arrived late at the hotel due to a delay and it was fantastic!"
"The employees could speak english very well but they were rude!
"
"The bed was clean. It was huge with a comfortable pillow"
1. Firstly we perform a standard candidate opinion search, which yields
the following opinions:
(it, fantastic) | (they,rude) | (it, huge)
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2. We now checkif any of the pronouns in the candidate opinions have
been resolved in the CoreNLP output.
Figure 4.2: co-reference Resolution by CoreNLP
We then replace the pronouns with its referent and discard any unre-
solved opinions. In the example we now have :
(hotel, fantastic) | (employees,rude) | (bed, huge)
3. With the now remaining candidates we check if this feature-sentiment
pair is known. If it is, we replace the pronoun in the text with the
pronoun if it is not we do not replace it.
"I arrived late at the hotel due to a delay and hotel was fantastic!"
"The employees could speak english very well but employees were rude!
"
"The bed was clean. Bed was huge with a comfortable pillow"
Although the direct replacement might seem odd to read, it will be
incorporated into the system without having to make it go through the
dependency parser again. It is however necessary to perform a new part
of speech tagging of it since it is no longer a pronoun, and would affect
the detection of it .This will allow the main opinion detection system to
now to be able to detect the opinion. Note that the system limits itself
to replacing the text but does not feed any opinions to subsequent stages.
This was done to have the module completely independent from the opinion
detection system. It is for this reason that it operates before, although it
could easely be adapted to work after the standard opinion detection.
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4.2.3 Implicit Sentiment Module
The Implicit sentiment module was designed to tackle on specific type of
implicit opinions: thos in which the sentiment is expressed through the use
of an idiom. Idioms are known phrases or expressions having a different
meaning than their literal definitions once combined. Idioms create a prob-
lem when using a dependancy parser since it will not recognise them as a
unit but rather a the sum of its parts , which will cause parsing errors. The
simplest solution to idiom resolution is simply the use of a dictionary / lexi-
con in order to replace well known idioms by a simpler more literal synonym.
Finding an adequate idiom dictionary is a hard task, since we prefer-
ably want to only replace the idioms which are relevant to this particular
domain. In order to filter those idioms which could be of potential interest,
a series of n-gram searches was performed in order to detect candidate idioms
Wiktionary has an idiomatic dictionary available for download which
includes a very simple definition for the term. The process of candidate
selection was done by searching any n-gram above a minimum threshold
within this idiom dictionary; if any of the terms used to define this idiom is
within our taxonomy, make this idiom a candidate
After all candidates were extracted, a manual check was performed to
see which were worth keeping and which were not. Since the number of
idioms found was near to 200 it was a task which could be done through
human supervision. Although far from an optimal solution, it does provide
adequate results in the detection of opinions with implicit sentiments.
Here are a few idioms which were annotated, an example of their use,
and their replacement value.
• drink cost a pretty penny. (cost a pretty penny – > a lot)
• the bartender was getting on my nerves. ( getting on my nerves –>
irritating)
• the television was on the fritz . (on the fritz –> broken)
• the food was top notch. (top noch –> very good)
Note that while developing this list, the notion between an idiom and
a slang term seemed to decrease as annotation increased, thus I decided to
specifically focus on multiple word idioms, since a one word idiom could
simply be considered another sentiment term.
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4.3 Opinion Target Resolution
Opinion target resolution deals with the task of associating the detected
features with their correspondant sentiments. It is interesting to see this
problem as a classification problem, where we want to know out of the po-
tential candidates which are genuine opinions and wich are not.
Two solutions are presented :
1. The first one used a series of hand crafted chain dependency rules to
determine if the opinion is considered an opinion or not.
2. The second approach trains a classifier in order to predict if a candidate
opinion is either "Is an opinion" and "Isn’t an opinion"
Although the implementation of each method is very different, both rely
on the dependency chain between the feature and the sentiment in the can-
didate opinions to determine if they should be classified as a genuine opinion
or not.
4.3.1 Linguistic Rule-Based Method
This method was developed while I was working with the taxonomy expan-
sion, and it is based on the idea that a fairly reduced set of dependency
chains can cover most opinionated expressions in a domain.Of course I did
not expect to annotate all possibilities, but with a large enough subset,
you can cover most of the cases while maintiaining a good precision. This
method also had the advantage of ignoring distance between terms, and al-
lowing a system of detecting negations.Dependency chains of type 2 were
used in the implementation.
Therefore the linguistic rule-based method of opinion target resolution
algorithm performs the following steps:
1. Receives list of candidate opinions as input
2. For each candidate opinion it extracts the shortest path between the
feature term node and the sentiment term node using Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm
3. If the dependency chain extracted is part of the manually annotated
set: add as an opinion. If it is not, discard it.
The dependency chain type used was of type 2 meaning keeping the part
of speech information and the dependency relation Dependency chains of
type 1 were ignored as they were far too restrictive, however dependency
chains of type 3 extracted too many incorrect opinions. A list of the most
common dependency chains used to connect a feature and its sentiment are:
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• NN -> amod -> JJ
• NN -> nsubj -> JJ
• NNS -> nsubj -> JJ
• NNS -> amod -> JJ
• NN -> amod -> NN
• NN -> amod -> NNP
• NN -> nsubj -> NN
• NN -> nn -> NN -> amod -> JJ
These simple dependency chains heuristically built makes use of the fact
that most of the opinion expressions in english and in the domain of hotel
reviews tend to be expressed though adjectives, [32] and therefore relations
such as adjectival modifiers (AMOD), and nominal subjects (NSUBJ) and
also in direct dependency links [25].
Although the most reliable, they do not cover all forms of opinion ex-
pressions since many do take place with an intermediary word. Below you
can see the distribution of dependency chain lengths in the Gold Corpus:
• Distance of 1 :81% of Corpus
• Distance of 2: 13 % of Corpus
• Distance of 3: 3 % of Corpus
The idea is that through a large enough subset of reliable dependency
chains we can perform the opinion mining with good precision, and although
the recall will be low, we can expect to cover most opinions.
4.3.2 Machine Learning Method
During the opinion detection phase, the algorithm in the previous method
created a series of candidate feature-sentiment pairs, out of which those
with adequate dependency chains are selected as opinions. In this system
however we treat the opinion target resolution as a two class classification
problem in which the two labels are "Is an opinion" and "Is not an opinion".
Binary SVMs are classifiers which discriminate data points of two cate-
gories. Each data object (or data point) is represented by a n-dimensional
vector and each of these these data points belongs to only one of two classes.
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By taking advantage of machine learning methods which can search a
feature space much larger than a manual approach, we can define an SVM
to extract relations between opinion expressions and product features.
The machine learning approach works by :
1. Defining the feature space used for classification.
2. Converting opinions in the annotated corpus to feature vectors.
3. Select a Kernel type and train on the annotated data
Of course the SVM should be stored after training since it is a slow and
lengthy procedure, particularly in laptops.
Feature Selection
The objective of feature selection is to pick a correct set of features of the
opinion (not to be confused with the feature term inside an opinion) which
will describe an opinion well enough to find patterns but not too many which
will cause problems. The features selected for opinion target resolution are:
1. Feature term ID:
The feature term ID is generated by mapping all the features in the
taxonomy to the set of natural numbers. This means that each feature
term in the taxonomy will have its correspondent ID. If the feature is
unknown (not in the taxonomy) then a value of 0 is given to it.
2. Sentiment term ID:
The sentiment term ID is generated in the same way as the feature
term ID, again assigning 0 if the sentiment is unknown.
3. Category ID:
The category ID extracts the category of the feature-sentiment pair,
and in a similar way to the previous two, it maps it to an integer. Again
0 is used for the case in which the opinion is not in the taxonomy and
therefore is of category unknown.
4. Dependency Chain ID:
The dependency chain ID is generated by mapping all the candidate
dependency chains used in the previous solution to an integer, or 0 if
it is not in the selected set.
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5. Word Distance
The Word distance feature is the distance separating the feature term
and the sentiment.
Since the annotated corpus only contains example data of the class "Is an
Opinion", a set of "Isn’t an opinion" examples is also needed. The training
set is therefore generated as follows:
1. Take an annotated opinion, convert to feature vector and then add o
training set with the label of 1.
2. Using the sentence to which the annotated opinion belongs, generate
all candidate opinions (using the same system as in the opinion detec-
tion stage) and convert them to feature vector notation and add them
to the training set with the label 0.
Using all the candidates pushes the ratio of negative cases to positives
to about 3:1 which is acceptable.
4.4 Opinion Polarity Resolution
The objective of opinion polarity resolution is to determine the polarity of
a feature-sentiment pair, and classifying them as either positive or negative.
Given that the polarity of an opinion extracted by our previous modules will
already have a default polarity, the goal of the opinion polarity resolution
stage is to determine if any negation takes place within the sentence that
might invert the polarity of it. In the example below:
‘The receptionist was not very nice.’
Assuming our system extracts correctly the opinion (receptionist, nice),
without the opinion polarity resolution it would tag this as positive, but the
term‘not’ is in fact changing the polarity to negative.
Detecting negation of terms is a well researched area and it is has been
shown that the task can be difficult without performing rich linguistic anal-
ysis [30]. In [29] the author combines regular expressions combined with
dependency parse tree patterns to detect negations with great success. Us-
ing a similar procedure to the opinion target resolution task, I implemented
two methods for detecting negation: The linguistic rule based method, and
a machine learning approach.
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Figure 4.3: Dependency patterns for negation
4.4.1 Linguistic Rule-Based Method
Since we already know the default sentiment of this opinion, the aim of the
linguistic rule based approach is to check in there is a negation term directly
linked with the opinion. By inspecting the dependency parse tree we can
check for any connection between a feature/sentiment to a negation.
By taking advantage of research in this area, I was able to inspect the
most common negation patterns found by several works [29] [20] and extract
the most relevant patterns to my domain. The figure on the left shows
a summary of the negations patterns found in the medical paper domain
by [20] .
However after some testing, it became obvious that unlike in medical
papers, in the domain of hotel reviews, negation rarely occur in complex
patterns and the inclusion of overly complex patterns in fact lead to an
increase in errors. Because of this the system was ultimately designed to
only check for direct negation to the sentiment term. The pattern is shown
in the figure above to the right.
4.4.2 Machine Learning Method
Unlike the previous classification problem where we had to create our own
label examples for non-opinions, the polarity classifier already has examples
for both labels (positive and negative).
Therefore the only thing we need to define for this method is the feature
selection:
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Feature Selection
The objective of feature selection is to pick a correct set of features of the
opinion (not to be confused with the feature term inside an opinion) which
will describe an opinion well enough to find patterns but not too many which
will cause problems. The features selected for opinion target resolution are:
1. Feature term ID:
The feature term ID is generated by mapping all the features in the
taxonomy to the set of natural numbers. This means that each feature
term in the taxonomy will have its correspondent ID. If the feature is
unknown (not in the taxonomy) then a value of 0 is given to it.
2. Sentiment term ID:
The sentiment term ID is generated in the same way as the feature
term ID, again assigning 0 if the sentiment is unknown.
3. Default Polarity
The default polarity feature is simply extracted from the taxonomy, 1
being positive, and 0 being negative.
4. Negation Chain ID:
Using a similar system to the dependency chain ID, the negation de-
pendency chain is mapped into an int. Note that here 0 signifies no
negation node, 1 signifies not a known dependency chain, and the rest
are reserved for the known dependency chains.
5. Word Distance
The Word distance feature is the distance separating the feature term
and the sentiment.
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4.5 Summary Visualisation
The output of our opinion mining system can be in formats such as csv or
xml. Using these I implemented a simple summarisation system to provide
a user friendly result visualiser . Two popular systems of opinion summari-
sation are tag clouds and simple bar charts. Although tag clouds are very
popular in the social web, commonly used in social sites and blogs, bar
charts have the advantage of facilitation comparison between product types
and being more intuitive to read. An example of these two methods is shown
below:
Figure 4.4: Tag Cloud Example
Figure 4.5: Bar chart Example
With this simple example one can see the potential of opinion mining
has in the e-commerce industry. As an example imagine a customer was
performing an online reservation for the hotel being summarised in the bar
chart above. With a brief overview he can already expect the hotel to be
decent in terms of accommodation, location and services, however he would
probably refrain from buying the breakfast included package.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
This chapter provides a definition of the evaluation metrics used, a brief
summary of the baseline system and finally a detailed evaluation of the pro-
posed system.
The evaluation of the proposed opinion mining is done on each stage of
the opinion mining process and error analysis is given for each. Finally a
short overview of a simple summarisation system is provided.
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5.1 Evaluation Metrics
A definition of the evaluation metrics used in this thesis is provided in this
section.
Precision
Precision measures the exactness of a classifier. A higher precision means
less false positives, while a lower precision means more false positives.
Precision = Number of correct extracted opinionsTotal number of extracted opinions =
Correct
Correct + Incorrect
Recall
Recall measures the completeness, or sensitivity, of a classifier. Higher recall
means less false negatives, while lower recall means more false negatives.
Improving recall can often decrease precision because it gets increasingly
harder to be precise as the sample space increases.
Recall = Number of correct extracted opinionsTotal number of annotated opinions =
Correct
Correct + Missing
F-Measure
Precision and recall can be combined to produce a single metric known as
F-measure, which is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall.
The main advantage of using F-measure is it is able to rate a system with
one unique rating.
F-measure = 2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall
Precision+Recall
Accuracy
Accuracy measures the overall degree to which instances have been correctly
classified, using the formula as defined below.
Annotated Pair Polarity
Positive Negative
Extracted Pair Polarity Positive True Positive False PositiveNegative False Negative True Negative
Accuracy = Number of Correctly Classified InstancesTotal Number of Instances =
TP + TN
FP + FN
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K-fold Cross-Validation
Testing the performance was done by using k-fold cross-validation method
which happens by partitioning the used dataset in to k-subsets. Then one
of the subsets is chosen for testing and the rest of subsets are used to train
the system. This procedure is repeated for k-times. From each round the
calculated scores are remembered and after all the subsets have once been
used for testing, the average accuracy score is calculated by using the scores
from all k-rounds. All of the experiments were done using 10fold cross
validation.
5.2 Baseline
The baseline for our evaluation is based on the system implemented by [?]
but which hasn’t been added yet to their hotel recommender system. Since
is this system which I aim to improve, a brief overview of its implementation
along with error analysis is given below. The opinion extraction is performed
in three basic stages:
1. Opinion Detection
In order to detect if a sentence has an opinion,every single word related
to a feature (including its synonyms) is trated as a bag of words.
The text is the split into sentences, and each is scanned in turn for
occurrences of words in this bag of words. If a sentence contains one
of these feature words, it is considered a candidate sentence.
2. Feature-Sentiment Association
With a set of candidate sentences now available, each sentence is split
into words. Based on the index of the found feature word, a search
is performed to see if any sentiment structure within the taxonomy
is within the defined window distance. If it is the case, extract the
feature-sentiment pair.
3. Polarity Evaluation
The polarity is initially set as the default one in the taxonomy. How-
ever after this, a second window search is performed to scan for any
negations. If a negation is found within the window distance, the
polarity of the pair is inverted.
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Thus the algorithm is defined by two numerical parameters: The dis-
tance threshold between a feature and its sentiment, and a distance thresh-
old between a feature/sentiment and a negation term. A feature-sentiment
distance of 5 and a negation distance of 3 is used for the baseline.
Here is an example extraction by the baseline system:
"The hotel was beautiful and the staff was friendly. Food
was repulsive but the rooms were not bad. This hotel despite
some of the aforementioned little details was in my opinion
outstanding."
In this example the following features and sentiments are detected:
features: ‘hotel’ , ‘staff’, ‘food’ , ‘rooms’
sentiments: ‘beautiful’ , ‘friendly’ , ‘bad’ , ‘outstanding’
The system would then extract the following opinions :
(staff-politeness , + ) (hotel-beauty , +) (room-overall , +)
In this particular example it would miss the opinion on ‘food’ due to not
having the term ‘repulsive’ in the lexicon; It also misses the opinion on hotel
(’outstanding’) since the distance between the feature and the opinion word
is larger than the window size.
Baseline Evaluation
Given that one of the goals of this thesis is to improve upon the results of
the baseline system, it was only natural to firstly evaluate the baseline and
perform a detailed error analysis to understand the types of mistakes we
should try to resolve.
Precision Errors:
The three main types of errors :
1. Association Error
Having features and sentiments being paired based only on the distance
causes two main concerns: firstly they might be further apart based
on the window, and secondly many errors are caused this way. An
improvement is needed in determining associations.
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2. Polarity Error
The system deals with spelling mistakes by adding the most common
errors as a synonym in the taxonomy. This means than any uncommon
mistakes go unresolved , and if any new word is added to the taxonomy,
the correspondent misspelled versions need to be added. This requires
an upgrade.
3. Excess Taxonomy
Unknown Features and sentiments occur when a particular word (be it
a feature or a sentiment) is simply not within the taxonomy. Although
the taxonomy already includes the most common synonyms of every
feature and sentiment word, many frequent words are still missing. Of
course the obvious solution would be to simply manually add them,
but I will try and offer a more automatic option in order to deal with
unknown words which could potentially be important.
Recall Errors:
There four main types of missed opinion / recall errors :
1. Missed window
A missed window occurs when a the distance separating a feature and
a sentiment is larger than the set threshold. The obvious fix is to
increase window size, however this will generate more errors in terms
of precision.
2. Deficient Taxonomy
A deficient taxonomy error means a specific feature and/or sentiment
is not within the taxonomy and thus the opinion is not detected.
3. Implicit Features
Implicit Features such as pronouns pass undetected by the system.
Although they can be detected if pronouns are added to the feature
list, they would provide no helpful information.
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4. Implicit Sentiments
Implicit sentiments such as idioms and comparisons also pass unno-
ticed by the system.
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5.3 System Evaluation
Evaluation of the system was performed on the Gold Corpus and the external
corpus. Given the numerous configurations the proposed system can have,
I decided the present the results for the baseline and three representative
configurations. The evaluation of the modules is done separately, so that
we can see how much they contribute on their own. The settings for the
evaluated configurations are:
1. The first configuration uses the initial seed taxonomy and the linguistic
rule based system. This will allow to evaluate the contribution of the
extended taxonomy.
2. The second configuration uses the extended taxonomy and the lin-
guistic rule based method in both the feature target resolution and
polarity resolution.
3. The third uses the extended taxonomy and the machine learning meth-
ods in both stages as well.
Gold Corpus
p r f Acc.
Baseline 0.504 0.248 0.331 0.927
Seed Taxonomy + LRBM 0.853 0.313 0.458 0.978
Extended Taxonomy + LRBM 0.892 0.547 0.678 0.981
Extended Taxonomy + MLM 0.714 0.476 0.544 0.571
External Corpus
p r f Acc.
Baseline 0.474 0.213 0.325 0.896
Seed Taxonomy + LRBM 0.573 0.374 0.453 0.983
Extended Taxonomy + LRBM 0.617 0.653 0.639 0.956
Extended Taxonomy + MLM 0.713 0.587 0.644 0.972
I decided to use both linguistic rule based methods together to simplify
the notation, and the same for the machine learning methods. This was
done for simplicity and due to the fact that the results presented on that
table already separate the polarity resolution accuracy. The linguistic rule
based method used in this evaluation consists of over20 manually selected
dependency chains of up to distance 2. The SVM is implemented using
a radial basis function with cost 1 and gamma 0. It is trained using the
external corpus annotated opinions with 10k-fold in the external corpus,
and using the entire training data for the Gold Corpus.
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5.3.1 Opinion Detection
The evaluation of the opinion detection relies on the ability of the system to
find the features and sentiments of an opinion within a sentence. Since the
feature terms and sentiment terms are defined by the taxonomy, we need to
know how much our taxonomy overlaps with the annotated opinions.
Evaluating a taxonomy is complicated since ultimately the features and
sentiments within it are those which are of interest to the person creating the
taxonomy. This means that a feature which might be in our taxonomy but
is not in the corpus does not necessarily mean that it is wrong. The inverse
holds true: if there is a tagged opinion on a feature f, it is not necessarily
an error from the taxonomy itself, but rather of a disagreement of what
constitutes an opinion.
This disagreement between taxonomies can cause a problem when eval-
uating the performance of our sytem. An example of the type of sentences
where our notations disagree are :
1. "the hotel is near the center"
2. "metro stop is right around the corner"
In both cases I would expect to extract an opinion of the form (cen-
ter,nearby) (metro, near), where in the second case the idiom resolution
system would have replaced "around the corner by near". I have to agree
that the phrase "near the center" does not contain strictly speaking an opin-
ion, it is more of a fact.One could also argue that judging how close or how
far is something is constitutes subjectivity. The point to take from this is
that although I designed the taxonomy with features of interest to a con-
sumer, and having things nearby are one, this does not mean that they are
opinions. I will discuss this in more detail in the future work.
In order to check the disparity between the taxonomies we can calculate
how many (feature,sentiment) pairs they share, ie: among the annotated
opinions, which can actually be found on the seed taxonomy. The result is
81% of the opinions aren’t in the taxonomy. This clearly explains the results
obtained, with such a poor recall, and the accuracy being most likely due
to the opposite situation, in which we are extracting features which they do
not have. The same test performed on the Extended taxonomy resulted in
a 56% coverage of the corpus, a large improvement.
This improvement in coverage is reflected in the results: between the first
configuration using the seed taxonomy and the second using the extended
taxonomy there is a gain of about 0.2 recall in the Gold Corpus, and 0.3 in
the external corpus. The small gain in precision can be explained by the fact
that any new feature and sentiments added to the taxonomy are more likely
to be in short reliable dependency chains, slightly boosting the precision of
the system.
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The next thing to evaluate is the actual detection of sentences containing
an opinion. The table below shows how many of the opinionated sentences
in each corpus are detected by the system:
Gold Corpus External Corpus
Seed T, known feature& sentiment 34% 30%
Seed T, known feature. 54% 51%
Extended T, known feature& sentiment 55% 50%
Extended Taxonomy , known feature. 82% 78%
These results clearly show the benefits of the extended taxonomy and
in using the unknown sentiments to detect even more candidate opinions.
This however cause a major hit in precision, having the opinion detection
module generate dozens of candidates. For this reason, unknown sentiments
were only selected as candidate opinions if the polarity provided with sen-
tiwordnet was above a high threshold, restricting the amount of unknown
sentiments selected.
A common error also encountered during detection are caused by incor-
rect writing from the user, such as shown before:
1. "The hotel is bad bad bad..."
2. "The food was so gooood"
In the first case the opinion detection would detect three candidate opin-
ions, and in the second example none. Some mechanism for detecting rep-
etition could potentially solve this kind of problem, however this type of
"literary liberty" taken by reviewers is part of which makes this task chal-
lenging.
Spelling Correction Module
In the gold standard we can see a gain in terms of precision and recall. As
I expected during the annotation phase, the poor quality of some of the
review texts encouraged the development of this particular module. Notice
however how in the external corpus I actually have a drop in precision while
recall remains similar. The explanation for this is that the external corpus
has already performed a spelling correction on its corpus, thus making this
module completely unnecessary in this particular case. The drop in precision
is due to some correct words being edited by the spellchecking module into
an incorrect one,an example of this is:
1. "My lovely wify and I..." — > "my lovely wifi and I..."
2. The Htel Majestic is very luxurious"
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In the first case the spell checking system incorrectly corrects a slang
term for wife for a feature, whereas in the second one, because of the capital
letter, the module assumes it is a named entity and thus ignores it.
Implicit Feature Module
The implicit sentiment module has a noticeable effect on the recall of the
system in the external corpus although far less noticeable in the Gold Corpus
An inspection of the outputs given by the module reveals several flaws
which damage the system severely. :
• An implicit opinion is not detected by the coreference resolution sys-
tem and is thus ignored. Although this is to be expected given the
delicacy of coreference resolution, many easy coreferences are ignored
due to the interpretation of the term. A clear example is the feature
‘staff’ which is never resolved when being coreferenced by a pronoun of
the form ‘they’. This of course is due to an error in sense disambigua-
tion, however it does mean many implicit opinions remain ignored.
• Incorrect resolution of the implicit opinion leads to the addition of
errors in opinion detection. Moreover, in the cases where there is an
incorrect resolution very often there is also a deffective dependency
tree parse, which means that the incorrect opinion might actually be
selected.
Implicit Sentiment Module
The implicit sentiment module provides very discreet improvements to both
the LRBM and the MLM , however the gain is more noticeable in the Gold
Corpus than in the external corpus. It is important to note that doing a
text by text replacement can cause troubles for the dependency parser to
generate accurate dependency parse trees.
Considering the numerous idioms in use, the difficulty to find and anno-
tate relevant ones within hundreds of hotel reviews, I consider the benefits
earned by this module a success.
5.3.2 Opinion Target Resolution
The results in terms of opinion target resolution vary quite significantly be-
tween one corpus and the other. We can clearly see the linguistic rule based
method performing better in the Gold Corpus, whereas the ML method per-
forms better in the external corpus. Both methods however have low recall,
which as has already been mentioned, is mainly due to the taxonomy.
The LRBM clearly performs very well in the gold corpus with a 0.892
precision, in part due to the more testing performed at early stages when
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designing the dependency chains, whereas the lower 0.617 precision in the
external corpus is mainly caused by the higher complexity of the hotel re-
views. Being so large and with narrative they tend to cause errors to the
dependency parse tree, which is crucial for the opinion mining to be efficient.
The Machine Learning method however shows great promise in the ex-
ternal corpus, which is justified by the fact that the SVM was trained in it.
Of course since the feature vector consists of the same subset of dependency
chains as the LRBM, which we have already seen are limited in the external
corpus, cause many of the candidate opinions to be rejected.. In the Gold
Corpus results are far worse, mainly caused by the fact that many of the
opinions used to train the SVM were created by supplying negative cases,
making the ratio of non-opinion examples compared to the opinion examples
be 3 to 1. This was done so that precision would have priority over recall in
the opinion target resolution.
There are four possible outcomes to the opinion target resolution:
1. A correct candidate opinion is detected as such. (True Positive)
2. A correct candidate opinion is not detected and discarded. (False
Positive)
3. An incorrect candidate opinion is discarded. False Negative)
4. An incorrect candidate opinion is incorrectly detected as a genuine
opinion. (True Negative)
In the case of the LRBM, there are several explanations for having a
true negative occurrence:
• The dependency parse tree is incorrect, yielding a path between the
feature and the sentiment.
• The sentiment has been added at the detection stage (unknown sen-
timent) and accepted due to a high polarity in sentiwordnet. Even if
the system is restricted it will still cause some unwanted sentiments to
be accepted.
• The term is in the taxonomy but not annotated. This has already
been discussed enough, but again causes a precision drop.
5.3.3 Opinion Polarity Resolution
In order to evaluate the opinion polarity resolution we need to know, out
of the correctly extracted opinions, how many are correctly classified as
positive and how many as negative. This is shown in the accuracy value
of the result table, and we can clearly see that this is where the use of a
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taxonomy truly pays off. For both methods reported results show values of
over 0.95 accuracy; this is explained by the fact that in order for an opinion
to be detected and extracted it needs to be in our taxonomy, and with a
known pattern. The problem it tried to solve was the use of negation terms,
and we can see that it does so with a superb accuracy both in the LRBM
and in the ML method.
There are however a few false positives such as:
1. After reading the reviews online I expected a terrible hotel but I dis-
agree completely.
2. The food was so good I had to excuse myself to go to the bathroom
and force it out.
In the first case it is simply the case where an explicit negation does not
take place, where as in the second it is using sarcasm, which thankfully are
rarely used in this particular domain.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Opinion mining has become very popular in the last few years fuelled by the
increase of internet shopping and ever increasing amounts of user generated
contents including hotel reviews. This project was undertaken to provide
useful information for an online platform which could then use it to provide
online users with useful information when making a reservation, and feed-
back for hotel managers from which to learn the areas which their hotels
need improvement.
This master thesis has explained all the different stages of development,
starting with the construction of linguistic resources, including an annotated
Corpus which I intend to make public for others to use, alongside a taxonomy
of features classified under different categories, and each with a series of
synonyms and associated sentiments. I explained an semi-automatic method
for performing a taxonomy extension, which will allows a broader set of
opinions to be detected and thus improving the recall of the system. It also
has a method of dealing with implicit opinions of multiple type, including
anaphoric opinions, and idiomatic opinions. Through the use of its modules,
the system is able to deal with common language phenomenons such as
idioms, pronouns and even typos, perform adequately even when faced with
poorly structured hotel reviews.Although the results are slightly below some
of the systems in other domains, it has fulfilled the main objective which
was to provide a substantial upgrade.
Given that the linguistic resources were designed from a large dataset of
hotel reviews, I do not think it will adapt well to other domains. Due to
time constraints I was unable to test the results in another types of docu-
ments such as movie reviews or car reviews, although I suspect the results
would below given that the types of features and sentiments used change
significantly. I did however perform a manual test on french and spanish
reviews by comparing the extracted opinions with the textual reviews and
although I do not have any data to provide specific results, they did seem
promising.
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6.1 Future Work
The project could be improved by providing a more complete taxonomy,
but manually annotating it is a lengthy task, so perhaps the move into a
more unsupervised form of opinion mining might have more benefit in the
future.Poorly formatted text reviews generate erratic syntactic parse trees,
which can cause the extraction of erroneous opinions. A possible future
implementation could enforce a text quality filter for the review in question,
in order to reduce the number of incorrectly extracted opinions.
During development we made the simplification of ignoring the opinion
holder. This information however can be of great interest. By knowing
which user is writing a review we can keep a profile of each user based on
his opinions, and from there build a profile on his review system. This also
has the advantage of allowing us to detect users which post bogus reviews
(if the user has not written any previous reviews, assign him an uncertain
value, and the more he writes if his patterns are very similar, it is likely he
is using a template)
Another simplification made was to ignore the times tamp of the opinions
(date review was posted). The time stamp of a review can help us display
a change over time in opinions. This can allow the hotel to see if any
policy changes they might have implementing are having any change on the
feedback, and which specific opinions are dominating today. It will also
allow users to know things like when it is a bad time to go to a hotel due
to construction work, renovation...etc. If negative opinions are common in
the last say 2 weeks, then it is likely it is still the case and thus can help a
potential customer avoid discomfort.
Finally, transforming our concept of positive or negative polarity into
a broader point rating system which would consider neutrality and valence
shifters would allow a more realistic summary of hotels.
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Appendix
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A.1 Tagsets
Penn Treebank Tagset
The tagset used for the part of speech sections in this thesis is the Penn
Treebank Tag set, described in [28]
Tag Description Tag Description
CC Coordinating conjunction PP$ Possessive pronoun
CD Cardinal number RBR Adverb, comparative
DT Determiner RBS Adverb, superlative
EX Existential there RP Particle
FW Foreign word SYM Symbol
IN Preposition TO to
JJ Adjective UH Interjection
JJR Adjective, comparative VB Verb, base form
JJS Adjective, superlative VBD Verb, past tense
LS List item marker VBG Verb, gerund or present participle
MD Modal VBN Verb, past participle
NN Noun, singular or mass VBP Verb, non-3rd per. sing. pres.
NNS Noun, plural VBZ Verb, 3rd person singular present
NP Proper noun, singular WDT Wh-determiner
NPS Proper noun, plural WP Wh-pronoun
PDT Predeterminer WP$ Possessive wh-pronoun
POS Possessive ending WRB Wh-adverb
PP Personal pronoun
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Stanford Typed Dependencies
The dependency tags used by the Stanford Dependency Parser [37] are :
Tag Description Tag Description
abbrev abbreviation modifier nn noun compound modifier
acomp adjectival complement npadvmod noun phrase adverbial modifier
advcl adverbial clause modifier nsubj nominal subject
advmod adverbial modifier nsubjpass passive nominal subject
agent agent num numeric modifier
amod adjectival modifier number element of compound number
appos appositional modifier obj object
arg argument parataxis parataxis
attr attributive partmod participial modifier
aux auxiliary pobj object of preposition
auxpass passive auxiliary poss possession modifier
cc coordination possessive possessive modifier (’s)
ccomp clausal complement preconj preconjunct
comp complement predet predeterminer
complm complementizer prep prepositional modifier
conj conjunct prt phrasal verb particle
cop copula punct punctuation
csubj clausal subject purpcl purpose clause modifier
csubjpass passive clausal subject quantmod quantier modifier
dep dependent rcmod relative clause modifier
det determiner ref referent
dobj direct object rel relative (word introducing a rcmod )
expl expletive root root
infmod innitival modifier sdep semantic dependent
iobj indirect object subj subject
mark marker tmod temporal modifier
mod modifier xcomp clausal complement with external subject
mwe multi-word exp. modifier xsubj controlling subject"),
neg negation modifier PP Personal pronoun
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